
Testing
I am back from camp and have in fact enjoyed a nice afternoon
with C & L, who are in the area for tomorrow’s Chicago vs.
Chicago game. There was a new indoor mini-golf place over at
Stratford Square mall which we were told just opened last
week. I’ll take their word for it since it has been over ten
years since I have been there. Following 18 holes of golf (out
of 54) we decided our eyes were getting tired of the black-
lighting (the whole place was lit that way with the neon
paints) and proceeded to have some dinner. Deciding against
the one real restaurant which L said seemed like an Applebee’s
after looking at the menu, we opted for the food court. I had
Chinese, they had Sbarro’s and some pretzel dogs. All of us
had blue raspberry lemonades from the pretzel stand which was
quite good. Instead of going back to play more golf, which we
could have as the fee C paid for us covered the entire day, we
talked for a bit and walked around the mall which surprisingly
was still quite active with seemingly less than 5% vacancy. I
guess maybe I am used to other local malls, not counting
Woodfield in Schaumburg, that have closed in the last several
years. We stopped at a pet store and C & L found that they
could happily own a glorified mutt with a fancy name for the
bargain price of $1600. No, I didn’t accidentally add an extra
digit. Not $160 or $600, but over a grand and a half! Ouch.
Well, that was pretty much it. They had to go shortly after
and so we went our separate ways.

What? You wanted to hear about my week at camp? Well, that is
coming soon. As for the title, C talked me into updating Live
Messenger with the newer Live Essentials version and I noticed
I could install a Writer program to write my blog posts. Right
now I am seeing this post exactly as it should appear on my
blog page once published- grey background, full justification,
and lowercase title included, unlike the WordPress editor on
which I would have to click a preview button to see how it
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would look. It seems pretty nice and barring any difficulties
I  will  probably  give  this  a  longer  test  run  with  added
pictures and whatnot. There seem to be things that I don’t
think the WordPress editor even has. I’ll see how it goes.
Well, until later…

Edit: Well, that didn’t go well- I needed to edit the post
straight away.  It added a bunch of #160s and forgot to encase
the paragraph tags in <> symbols so the post had extra p, em,
/em and /p characters included in the text.  I guess there are
bugs to be worked out- oh well.


